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The Deportment of Prints and Drawings at The Art 
Institute of Chicago is pleased to toke port in the 
museum's ambitious retrospective devoted to the 
paintings of Ed Paschke. We have organized a 
complementary exhib ition that features drawings 
from Chicago collections representative of the full 
range of Paschke's career and talent. Th is 
exhibition of drawings illuminates Paschke's 
practice as a pointer, while focusing attention on 
a lesser-known aspect of his work whose 
significance, in turn, is underscored by the context 
of the paintings exhibition. 

The desire to illustrate Paschke's production by 
exhibiting pOinted and graphic work in close 
proximity reflects the museum's lorger commitment 
to creating on integrated picture o f artist ic 
practice in the presen tation of its collections. 
Provided with the opportunity to study Paschke's 
oeuvre as both pointer and draughtsman , the 
visitor will hopefully come away with a fuller 
understanding 01 the diversity and complexity of 
Paschke's artistic enterprise. 

Critical to the reolization of this exhibition are 
the tolents of Ivva longtime admirers of the art 01 
Ed Paschke. The first, cri tic and art historian 
Dennis Adrian , has long been among the most 
eloquent supporters of Paschke's work, and has 
drown from his years 01 experience in the ort of 
the Chicago School to prOVide the catalogue 
essay. The second, Paschke collector Rober t 
Bergman, hos been instrumental in locoting 
drawings in Chicago collections, gathering docu-
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mentation, acting as a liaison belvveen collectors 
and the Art Institute, and shoring his many insights 
into Paschke's work. In his organizational role, Mr . 
Bergman has been assis ted by William H. 
Bengtson, David Russick, and Alexa Reimer at 
Phyllis Kind Gallery, as well as by Marianne 
Deson, Sonia Zaks, Koren lennox, and Michele 
Vishny. To these people, and to the collectors who 
mode Paschke drawings available lor study and 
inclusion in the exhibition , we owe a debt of 
thanks. We are especially grateful to Ed Paschke 
for his generous assistance. 

At the Art Institute, the follOWing merit special 
acknowledgment in realizing both the exhibition 
and the catalogue. David Chandler, Conservator 
of Prints and Drawings, Harriet K. Strotis, And rew 
W . Mellon fellow in Paper Conservation, and 
Preparators Christine Co nn iff-O'Shea and 
Caesar Citraro in the Deportment of Prints and 
Drawings; Alan Newmon, Julie Zeltel, and 
Christopher Gallagher in Imaging and Technical 
Services; Joseph Cochand in Graphic Services; 
Stephen Eskilson and Terry Ann R. Neff in Publi
cations; and Emily Romero in Museum Regis
tration, all aSSisted with either the exhibition or the 
catalogue. Kevin Shorp, Research Assistont in the 
Depo rtment of Prints and DraWings, has been 
involved in every aspect of the project. Finally, we 
would li ke 10 thank Neal Benezra, Cura tor of 
Twentieth·Century Pointing and Sculpture, and 
organizer of the Ed Paschke paintings retro
spective, for his support af this exh ibition. 
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Prince Trust Curator 01 Prints and DraWings 
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he study and presentation of major 
works of draughtsmanship by 
Chicago's most important artists has 
been a somewhat neglected pursuit. 
Thus, the exhibit ion of Ed Paschke 

drawings that the Prints and Drawings Depart
ment of The Art Institute of Ch icago has happily 
decided to mount in accompan iment to the 
retrospective exhibition of Paschke's paintings 
(also organized by the Art Institute) is a very 
welcome indication of serious attention to thiS 
field . Having fol lowed closely for more than 
twenty years th e work of Ed Paschke , I am 
delighted now to have the opportunity to try 
to characterize his accomplishments in the 
art of drawing 

Paschke's drawing practice is unusual in a 
number of ways. He does not make (or, at leost, 
has not mode for a very long time) drawings that 
a re anticipations , preparato ry or working 
drawings for paintings. Pre liminary design and 
the development of his pain ting images take 
place on the canvases themselves. The black oil 
underdrawings in Paschke 's paintings, in ad
dition to performing these functions ohen carried 
out by other artists in separate drawings, are 
necessa ry and inseparable ports of the tona l 
structure and intensity, p laying as well a critical 
role in the precise details of his color. 

For works in other media, especia l ly 
lithography, Paschke has mode drawings that 
can be considered working drawings, in that 
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THE DRAWINGS OF 
ED PASCHKE 

Dennis Adrian 

they are carefu l and detailed anticipations of 
the ultimate print. Klaus of 1976 (cat. no. 22) 
exemplifies this kind of drawing , which , how
ever, is also intended to be, and is, a completely 
autonomous work of art. 

Also, Paschke does not draw casually or 
notationolly in order to set down images or ideas 
that catch his eye and might have some further 
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later use. For Paschke, the clippings, posters, and 
printed ephemera that he tacks up an his studio 
walls appear to fulfill the function of a sketch· 
book; this is entirely consistent with the role that 
such images and techniques 01 the commercial 
media ploy in all his work and especially in his 
paintings. An important aspect of this involve· 
ment is the kind of visual deconstruction of on 
image or medium that Paschke has mentioned in 
various contexts: taking apart, altering, or 
·undoing· on image seems for him to imply that 
the image in question must be completed or in 
some way rectified before the artist deals with it. 
This octivity of critical emendation perhaps 
functions for Paschke as a substitute for more 
conventional drawing studies and may explain the 
virtual absence 01 sketches or preparatory 
drawings in his work. 

Most of Paschke's drawings, therefore, are 
independent works , and meant to be 50 

considered. They are usually highly finished, 
the forms carefully modeled with tona lilies to 
create a distinct and convincing sense of volume. 
There are few purely linear elements. The imoges 
most frequently present the principal subject, most 
often a figure, centrally placed agains t a 
background that is usually the undifferentiated 
surface of the paper itself but that may bear a 
pattern or design of some sort. OccaSionally, and 
sometimes for a special purpose, such os the 
designs Paschke employed for Charles ludlam's 
absurdist ploy Turds in Hell !see below), the 
backgrounds con ta in secondary images thai 
relate to the principal ligures. His most recent 
drawings make greater use of these background 
possibilities than before. 

Paschke prefers to draw wi th tonal and 
chromatic mediums such as graphite, colored 
pencils, and oil pastels. While very early works 
might have watercolor or touches of gouache, 
within the period of Paschke's mature slyles, that 
is from 1968 to the present, he seems to have, 
until this year, avoided all liqUid mediums such as 

brush or pen and ink. His choice 01 more flexible 
mediums seems to be both because the tonal 
constructions he employs must be built up slawly 
with delicate veils of working over the forms and 
because the uncompromising linearily of pen and 
ink or the immediate fino lily of brush and ink are 
at present alien to his artistic concerns . Paschke's 
natura l affinily for tonal and chromatic modeling 
is eviden t in his selec tion as images for his 
paintings of Diego Velazquez's infinitely subtle 
Juan de Poreio !New York, The Metropoliton 
Museum of Art), or leonardo's ambiguously 
compelling IvIono Lisa Woris, Muree du louvrel. 
The Velazquez served as subject for a draWing 
as well, Untitled (PorejoJ of 1990 Ical. no. 31). 
Furthermore, one of Paschke's prime referents , 
television, does not have linear elements in the 
usual sense, ahhough its sconning paltern is 
horizontally linear. 

The formots 01 Paschke's draWings vory from 
the modest size of obout 1 2 x 10 inches up to 
40 x 60 inches, these falling within range of the 
smaller paintings, though the loiter are ordinarily 
much larger. Paschke has not so for hod any 
reason to employ large scale in drawings, and 
conversely, very small Paschke pain tings are 
rare. Therefore, while seldom offe red in his 
paintings, Paschke's draWings and prints share 
on intimacy of view ing distance like that of the 
magazine or newspaper page, the television 
screen, or smoller posters or handbills. POSSibly, 
some correlation exists between the physical 
dimensions of Paschke's graphic art and the 
materials with which it deals and which to some 
extent are its sources. It is interesting that in a 
group of draWings of very large format shown ot 
Galerie Dorthea Speyer in Paris in 1983 , 
Paschke's ortistic concerns seemed more closely 
related to his contemporaneous pointings thon 
in any other previous instance. While these Iorge 
works are not quite whot one can eaSily call 
{except technically} paintings on poper, the 
dissolVing light spots in them operate very much 
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like the dissolving blushes of pale hues in related 
paintings. Dosse of 1983 (cot. no. 28; not 
illustrated) reveo ls, in both its large dimensions 
and the particu larities of its working, medium, and 
imagery, this unusualfy close connection between 
the two mediums. 

Thematically, Paschke's draWings parallel and 
ore continuations of the imagistic ond contentual 
concerns of his contemporaneous pointings. Even 
when the correspondence of image between a 
given pointing or print and a drawing is quite 
close, there a re sig nificant variations; the 
drawings are in no way · versions· or simple 
transpositions of on ideo from one medium to 
another. Paschke's drawings have a lumin· 
escence, a sense of being irradiated with light, 
that is anologous to, but essentially different 
from, the treatment of light in his paintings. The 
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<1 UNTITLED 
(GUNMAN WlTH MlnSt. 
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reflective radiance of the paper, whether toned 
or not, is something to which Paschke is highly 
sensi tized. Hardly any of the drown images 
completely covers the sheet. The white grounds 
of Paschke's canvases, by contrast, a re never 
actua lly exposed although the veil of color 
may occasionally be thin and translucent. Th is 
subtle distinction marks on essential differen
tiation between Paschke's approaches to painting 
and to draWing. 

Paschke's drawings to dote can, to some 
extent, be organized into groups or series, 
though these divisians ohen differ in their artistic 
functions . Some of Paschke's early draWings, such 
as Oz Park, 1967 (cot. no. 2; not il lustrated) 
and Untitled (Gunman with Mitts) of 1969 
(cot. no. 41, deol with on image of John F. 
Kennedy's assassin, lee Harvey Oswald, derived 
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from a famous photograph, which the ortist also 
used in one of his best· known pointings, Purple 
Ritval of 1967. It is dear that the central figure 
intrigued Paschke and that he considered a 
variety of imagistic contexts in which to set it. The 
two drawings are not studies for the pointing, 
but rather independent explorations of a theme 
that fascinated the ortist long before and aher the 
concentratedly iconic pointed version. 

Throughout the early 1970s, Paschke 
produced groups of drawings that are united by 
similari ties of subject , theme, and treatment , 
and that have a relationship to his contem
poraneous or immediately subsequent pointings, 
such as the two Oswald draWings mentioned 
above. The draWings of baseball mitts, of shoes 
and feet, and of figure subjects such as Unlitled 
{Bobs} of 1972 Ical. 00. 7 ; oot illustrated!, and a 
number of other drawings of female figures in 
showgirl attire from the some and the follOWing 
two years fall into such a category. 

A group of draWings that reflect, in a way, 
another overwhelming historical and media 
event are those dealing with the principol figures 
in Richard M . Nixon's cabinet and administration 
at the time of the Watergate disgrace. In these, 
such as John N. of 1975 Ical. no. 19; not 
illustratedl, it is John N. Mitchell, the indicted 
United States Attorney General, who has been 
turned into a fan tastic, monstrously theatrical 
personage. The idea behind this suite seems to 
have been that these political figures, through 
their constant news exposure in a bizarre moment 
of Amer ican politicol history, have become 
transmogrified into mythiC beings whose attire 
is not easily distingUishable from their anatomy. 
Through their roles in a public drama, they hove 
assumed the iconic stature we are most familiar 
with in the world of rock-music entertainment. 
Fantastically bedizened, they have been given 
the appearance that the ortist felt corresponds 
to their out-of· scale natures and disquieting emo
lionol constitutions. 

This · politicol " series appears to have 
extended naturally from a group of graphite 
draWings of stars, many block, in the pop-music 
world. Charlie, Cloude, and jimmie, all of 1975 
(cot. nos. 16 -18!, olready display the intricate 
patternings of invented costumes and fabriCS 
that are even more prominen t in th e slightly 
larger formal "political " series. 

A distinction between these two groups is 
paralleled in Paschke's painting proctice. The 
political series consists of portroits, and thus 
the figures have bodies that, while exaggerated 
or distorted , can still be seen as within the 
realms of onatomical possibili ty. The music-world 
figure draWings contain likenesses in the faCial 
features, but the bodies and/or extremities are 
pure fanta sy. Paschke observes the some 
distinction in his paintings. With very few 
exceptions, works undertaken as portraits ob
serve on anatomical cred ibility, whereas in 
others a recognizable likeness is set on a com
pletely invented body. 

In 1972, Paschke hod on unusual and very 
productive opportunity : he produced the sets , 
costumes, props, and 0 poster for Charles 
ludlam's Turds in Hell, a startling and hilarious 
thea trical under taking by the Gadzilla Rain· 
bow Troupe at the Old Kingston Mines theater 
in Chicago. For this remarkable project, Paschke 
decided to provide sets in the form of graphite 
and Oil-pastel draWings to be projected on the 
walls of the theater. The twenty -three draWings for 
Turds in Hell are meant to respond to and, to 
some extent , illustra te (or at least symbolize! 
the locales and content of the different scenes 
of the ploy lone was even under water!. In this 
case, Paschke worked to accommodate a pre
existing program from another artistic , l iterary 
source . A comparison of the text and the 
draWings shows that Paschke very freely and 
intuitively responded with his own ideos about 
suitable visuolizations rather than following close
ly any textual indications. Worked over the whole 
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sheets, these drawings resemble small paintings_ 
Although the images are not closely related to 
Paschke 's contemporaneous paintings, in 
terestingly enough, some of them seem to 
anticipate imagistic elements that appear in 
paintings a decade later. For example, the partly 
dissolved and transparent head in the drawing 
Desert Island I (Turds in Hell} 01 1972 Icat. no. 6) 
looks forward to similar effects and compositions 
in a variety of later paintings of heads, often those 
of block people. 

Paschke's recent draWings reflect his 
customary atti tude toward draWing, that is, they 
generally explore an artistic idea that has 
a parallel but different existence in con" 
temporaneous paintings: le Gel (Frost) of 1989 
Ical. no. 29) ond T V. Thinking of 1990 (cat. no. 
30; not illustrated1 are such examples.The recent 
drawing Untitled (Parejo) Ical. no. 31), discussed 
above, is quite close to the related painting. In the 
drawing, the cropped face of Velazquez's Juan 
de Pareja extends to the limits of the field of the 
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drawing and the paper is all but covered with fine 
touches of graphite, colored pencils, and, most 
unusually, ink. The richness and complexity 01 
idea and technique here perhaps Signal Paschke's 
interest in increasingly ambitious and demanding 
undertakings in his draWings. 

The group 01 Paschke draWings in the present 
exhibition offers the viewer on opportunity to 
sample every maior variety of the artist's 
undertakings in this field, from the early Playboy 
magaZine illustration of 1962, Untitled (Queen 
Dido) Icat. no. 1; not illustrated), to lucky Cop of 
1990 (cot. no. 34; not illustrated). the drawing of 
a head of a pal iceman set against a field of 
radiating bands of color. The works revea l the 
different kinds of functions draWing can have for 
the artist, and the very high standard of artistic 
accomplishment which is an impressive aspect 
of Paschke's production in all media oilers the 
serious amateur o f fine twentieth-century 
draughtsmanship an important, instructive , and 
satisfying experience. 
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